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Language and Languages, Being "Chapters on Language" and "Families of Speech." 1891 seminar paper
from the year 2004 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics grade 2 0 b
university of cologne english seminar course hauptseminar the writings of edward sapir language
english abstract as edward sapir first approached the field of linguistics in the course of his
anthropologist studies his view on language is one that takes into account not only cultural
studies but the whole range of human sciences among them psychology sociology and philosophy he
treats language as a cultural product and considers linguistics to be a fruitful possibility of a
scientific study of society in this paper i want to give an overview on his inquiries into the
function and form of languages as arbitrary systems of symbolisms beginning with sapir s
definition and characterization of language i want to carve out the function of language
structure in connection with language change its impact on world view and finally sapir s
conclusions concerning an artificial international language
Edward Sapir's Views on Language 2007-10 what was the first language and where did it come from
do all languages have properties in common what is the relationship of language to thought fifty
key thinkers on language and linguistics explores how fifty of the most influential figures in
the field have asked and have responded to classic questions about language each entry includes a
discussion of the person s life work and ideas as well as the historical context and an analysis
of his or her lasting contributions thinkers include aristotle samuel johnson friedrich max
müller ferdinand de saussure joseph h greenberg noam chomsky fully cross referenced and with
useful guides to further reading this is an ideal introduction to the thinkers who have had a
significant impact on the subject of language and linguistics
Language and Languages 2013-12 perspectives on language and language development brings together
new perspectives on language discourse and language development in 31 chapters by leading
scholars from several countries with diverging backgrounds and disciplines it is a comprehensive
overview of language as a rich multifaceted system inspired by the lifework of ruth a berman
edited by dorit ravid and hava bat zeev shyldkrot both from tel aviv university israel the book
offers state of the art portrayals of linguistic and psycholinguistic phenomena with new insights
on the interrelations of language structure discourse theory and the development of language and
literacy the volume presents innovative investigations on the interface of language and narrative
in a broad range of languages with a section devoted to linguistic studies of modern hebrew it
traces the development of language and literacy from early childhood through adolescence to
maturity in spoken and written contexts and in monolingual as well as multilingual perspectives
linguists psycholinguists discourse scholars cognitive psychologists language teachers education
experts and clinicians working in the field of language and discourse will find this book
extremely useful both as a textbook and as a source of information
Fifty Key Thinkers on Language and Linguistics 2012-04-27 this book explores how language is
shaped by the nature of human cognition and social cultural activity by studying how language is
used in context in interactions between at least two people in order to achieve some purpose it
brings together perspectives from cognitive linguistics discourse analysis and first and second
language acquisition research provided by the publisher
Perspectives on Language and Language Development 2005-01-24 one measure of roman jakobson s
towering role in linguistics is that his work has defined the field itself jakobson s
contributions have now become a permanent part of american and european views on language with
his uncanny ability to survive devastating uprooting again and again from moscow to prague to
upsalla to new york and finally to cambridge jakobson was able to bring to each milieu new and
stimulating ideas which have broadened the perspective of linguistics while giving it new
direction and specifying its domain linda waugh and monique monville burston have assembled an
intellectual overview of his work in linguistics from partial and complete works that they have
arranged introduced and cross referenced some appear here in print for the first time others are
newly translated into english more than a convenient access to jakobson s basic works on language
presents a broad profile of the polymathic general linguist who suggested radical innovations in
every area of linguistic theory the breadth of jakobson s engagement in linguistics is captured
by the editors informative introduction and by their perspicacious presentation of topics his
general view of the science of linguistics is followed by his stunning contributions to
linguistic metatheory in the areas of structure and function various aspects of historical
typological and sociolinguistics are also explored along with his phonological theory perhaps his
most influential contribution and his views on grammatical semantics a topic that increasingly
preoccupied jakobson in his later career the interrelationship between sound and meaning is
presented here in detail the concluding three essays focus on the various relations between
linguistics and the human and natural sciences which led jakobson ultimately to be characterized
as an interdisciplinary thinker
Language in Use 2005 the 1975 publication of robin tolmach lakoff s language and woman s place is
widely recognized as having inaugurated feminist research on the relationship between language
and gender touching off a remarkable response among language scholars feminists and general
readers for the past thirty years scholars of language and gender have been debating and
developing lakoff s initial observations arguing that language is fundamental to gender
inequality lakoff pointed to two areas in which inequalities can be found language used about
women such as the asymmetries between seemingly parallel terms like master and mistress and
language used by women which places women in a double bind between being appropriately feminine
and being fully human lakoff s central argument that women s language expresses powerlessness
triggered a controversy that continues to this day the revised and expanded edition presents the
full text of the original first edition along with an introduction and annotations by lakoff in
which she reflects on the text a quarter century later and expands on some of the most widely
discussed issues it raises the volume also brings together commentaries from twenty six leading
scholars of language gender and sexuality within linguistics anthropology modern languages
education information sciences and other disciplines the commentaries discuss the book s
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contribution to feminist research on language and explore its ongoing relevance for scholarship
in the field this new edition of language and woman s place not only makes available once again
the pioneering text of feminist linguistics just as important it places the text in the context
of contemporary feminist and gender theory for a new generation of readers
On Language 1990 trends in linguistics is a series of books that open new perspectives in our
understanding of language the series publishes state of the art work on core areas of linguistics
across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide new insights by approaching
language from an interdisciplinary perspective trends in linguistics considers itself a forum for
cutting edge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various manifestations
including sign languages it regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic
dimensions as well as in its social contexts as important sources of insight for a better
understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and evolution of language
trends in linguistics publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited
volumes which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical
and theoretical viewpoints high quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing to
discuss your book idea or submit a proposal please contact birgit sievert
Language and Woman's Place 2004-07-22 the book is intended for non specialists an upbeat
introduction to language and linguistics for general readers the chapters are short three to five
pages suitable for browsing or reading on the move and its style is intentionally light more like
what used to be called fireside chats or somewhat more currently speed dating events in fact it
was born as a series of radio chats called talkin about talk which in 2005 was part of a
celebration of the year of languages in the united states the essays have an informal tone
because of the on air persona of the narrator a knowledgeable and amiable guide whose task it was
to de mystify the sometimes complex subject of language for a wide range of listeners each week
the narrator talked about a language related topic in a relaxed conversational style for exactly
five minutes thus the title of the book the third edition of this has been expanded by 14 new
chapters covering contemporary topics of interest or subjects overlooked in the earlier editions
2006 2011 furthermore chapters from previous editions were updated we hope that this expansion
has made the collection more comprehensive and current while remaining faithful to its guiding
principles what do people who are not in the language field want to know about language what are
some of their major misconceptions what do our readers want to know about learning or using
languages the resulting essays each with a question as its title are what we like to think of as
a savory platter of linguistic hors d oeuvres something to whet your appetite and invite you to
proceed to a more substantial dish of linguistics
Language and the Cognitive Construal of the World 1995 a 1981 introduction to linguistics and the
study of language for beginning students and readers with no previous knowledge or training in
the subject
The Five-minute Linguist 2019 the rapid endangerment and death of many minority languages across
the world is a matter of widespread concern not only among linguists and anthropologists but
among all concerned with issues of cultural identity in an increasingly globalized culture by
some counts only 600 of the 6 000 or so languages in the world are safe from the threat of
extinction a leading commentator and popular writer on language issues david crystal asks the
fundamental question why is language death so important reviews the reasons for the current
crisis and investigates what is being done to reduce its impact this 2002 book contains not only
intelligent argument but moving descriptions of the decline and demise of particular languages
and practical advice for anyone interested in pursuing the subject further
Language and Linguistics 1981-05-29 the 5 minute linguist provides a lively reader friendly
introduction to the subject of language suitable for the general reader and beginning students
the third edition adds new topics now at the forefront of linguistics and updates others
Language Death 2002-04-29 the book presents the fundamentals of linguistics and the historical
survey of languages to the reader without any complication and obscurity it is a valuable book
for students and scholars of linguistics the author has followed the traditional order of
presentation he begins with the survey of languages of the world proceeds with the study of
phonetic structure grammatical forms syntax and morphology each being the indispensable
preliminary to the study of the ensuing one the book is divided into 38 chapters which gives a
detailed and thorough knowledge of the subject on all important issues such as analogic and
semantic changes cultural intimate and dialect borrowings and scores of other points related to
the subjects of these chapter 24 semantic change and chapter 25 cultural borrowings are much
palatable it is in these chapters that the reader can get right away from the mechanics of
language and follow the play of human mind the book is documented with notes bibliography table
of phonetic symbols and index
The Five-minute Linguist 2019 何の苦労もなく覚えた日本語 何年学んでも身につかない外国語 ことばの様々な不思議を脳のしくみと働きから解く
Language 1994 an introduction both to languages themselves and to their social role languages and
their status gives insight into the meaning value and function of language within culture and
into the ways language behavior varies and changes it examines the part languages play in the
evolution and structure of communities and in turn the ways languages are shaped by the social
forces impinging on their speakers each chapter discusses what it means to be a speaker of a
particular language and puts that language in context among the languages of the world this
volume is complemented by a second volume entitled languages and their speakers also available
from the university of pennsylvania press
言語と脳 2002-06-15 language and computers introduces students to the fundamentals of how computers
are used to represent process and organize textual and spoken information concepts are grounded
in real world examples familiar to students experiences of using language and computers in
everyday life a real world introduction to the fundamentals of how computers process language
written specifically for the undergraduate audience introducing key concepts from computational
linguistics offers a comprehensive explanation of the problems computers face in handling natural
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language covers a broad spectrum of language related applications and issues including major
computer applications involving natural language and the social and ethical implications of these
new developments the book focuses on real world examples with which students can identify using
these to explore the technology and how it works features under the hood sections that give
greater detail on selected advanced topics rendering the book appropriate for more advanced
courses or for independent study by the motivated reader
Languages and Their Status 1987-01-29 language is central to human experience and our
understanding of who we are whether written or unwritten sung or spoken but what is language and
how do we record it where does it reside does it exist and evolve within written sources in
performance in the mind or in speech for too long ethnographic aesthetic and sociolinguistic
studies of language have remained apart from analyses emerging from traditions such as literature
and performance where is language argues for a more complex and contextualized understanding of
language across this range of disciplines engaging with key issues including orality literacy
narrative ideology performance and the human communities in which these take place eminent
anthropologist ruth finnegan draws together a lifetime of ethnographic case studies reading and
personal commentary to explore the roles and nature of language in cultures across the world from
west africa to the south pacific by combining research and reflections finnegan discusses the
multi modality of language to provide an account not simply of vocabulary and grammar but one
which questions the importance of cultural settings and the essence of human communication itself
Language and Computers 2012-08-20 what makes human language unique do women speak differently
from men just what is the meaning of meaning language the basics provides a concise introduction
to the study of language written in an engaging and entertaining style it encourages the reader
to think about the way language works it features chapters on language in use attitudes to
language children and language and language mind and brain a section on sign language a glossary
of key terms handy annotated guides to further reading providing an accessible overview of a
fascinating subject this is an essential book for all students and anyone who s ever been accused
of splitting an infinitive
Where is Language? 2020-06-11 in the twentieth century paradigms of linguistics have largely left
language change to one side rudi keller s book is an exciting contribution to linguistic
philosophy becuase it puts language change back on the linguistics agenda and demonstrates that
far from being a remote mystery it can and should be explained
Language: The Basics 2003-09-02 a masterpiece of linguistics scholarship at once erudite and
entertaining confronts the thorny question of how and whether culture shapes language and
language culture linguistics has long shied away from claiming any link between a language and
the culture of its speakers too much simplistic even bigoted chatter about the romance of italian
and the goose stepping orderliness of german has made serious thinkers wary of the entire subject
but now acclaimed linguist guy deutscher has dared to reopen the issue can culture influence
language and vice versa can different languages lead their speakers to different thoughts could
our experience of the world depend on whether our language has a word for blue challenging the
consensus that the fundaments of language are hard wired in our genes and thus universal
deutscher argues that the answer to all these questions is yes in thrilling fashion he takes us
from homer to darwin from yale to the amazon from how to name the rainbow to why russian water a
she becomes a he once you dip a tea bag into her demonstrating that language does in fact reflect
culture in ways that are anything but trivial audacious delightful and field changing through the
language glass is a classic of intellectual discovery
On Language Change 2005-06-29 a fascinating analysis of human language and its influence on other
disciplines by one of the nation s most respected linguists chomsky is also the author of what
uncle sam really wants and the prosperous few and the restless many 15 000 copies sold
Through the Language Glass 2010-08-31 how human language evolved from the need for social
communication the origins of human language remain hotly debated despite growing appreciation of
cognitive and neural continuity between humans and other animals an evolutionary account of human
language in its modern form remains as elusive as ever the social origins of language provides a
novel perspective on this question and charts a new path toward its resolution in the lead essay
robert seyfarth and dorothy cheney draw on their decades long pioneering research on monkeys and
baboons in the wild to show how primates use vocalizations to modulate social dynamics they argue
that key elements of human language emerged from the need to decipher and encode complex social
interactions in other words social communication is the biological foundation upon which
evolution built more complex language seyfarth and cheney s argument serves as a jumping off
point for responses by john mcwhorter ljiljana progovac jennifer e arnold benjamin wilson
christopher i petkov and peter godfrey smith each of whom draw on their respective expertise in
linguistics neuroscience philosophy and psychology michael platt provides an introduction
seyfarth and cheney a concluding essay ultimately the social origins of language offers thought
provoking viewpoints on how human language evolved
Language and Thought 1993 is ebonics really a dialect or simply bad english do women and men
speak differently will computers ever really learn human language does offensive language harm
children these are only a few of the issues surrounding language that crop up every day most of
us have very definite opinions on these questions one way or another yet as linguists donna jo
napoli and vera lee schoenfeld point out in this short and thoroughly readable volume many of our
most deeply held ideas about the nature of language and its role in our lives are either
misconceived or influenced by myths and stereotypes language matters provides a highly
informative tour of the world of language examining these and other vexing and controversial
language related questions throughout napoli and lee schoenfeld encourage and lead the reader to
use common sense and everyday experience rather than preconceived notions or technical linguistic
expertise both their questions and their conclusions are surprising sometimes provocative and
always entertaining this thoroughly revised second edition updates the book with a new co author
and includes new chapters on language and power language extinction and what it is linguists
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actually do language matters is sure to engage both general readers and students of language and
linguistics at any level
The Social Origins of Language 2017-12-05 an investigation of how children balance rules and
exceptions when they learn languages all languages have exceptions alongside overarching rules
and regularities how does a young child tease them apart within just a few years of language
acquisition in this book drawing an economic analogy charles yang argues that just as the price
of goods is determined by the balance between supply and demand the price of linguistic
productivity arises from the quantitative considerations of rules and exceptions the learner
postulates a productive rule only if it results in a more efficient organization of language with
the number of exceptions falling below a critical threshold supported by a wide range of cases
with corpus evidence yang s tolerance principle gives a unified account of many long standing
puzzles in linguistics and psychology including why children effortlessly acquire rules of
language that perplex otherwise capable adults his focus on computational efficiency provides
novel insight on how language interacts with the other components of cognition and how the
ability for language might have emerged during the course of human evolution
Language Matters 2010-07-08 essays by one of the most influential scholars in modern linguistics
including previously unpublished pieces
The Price of Linguistic Productivity 2016-10-14 language contact the linguistic and social
outcomes of two or more languages coming into contact with each other starts with the emergence
of multilingual populations multilingualism involving plurilingualism can have various
consequences beyond borrowing interference and code mixing and switching including the emergence
of lingua francas and new language varieties as well as language endangerment and loss bringing
together contributions from an international team of scholars this handbook the second in a two
volume set engages the reader with the manifold aspects of multilingualism and provides state of
the art research on the impact of population structure on language contact it begins with an
introduction that presents the history of the scholarship on the subject matter the chapters then
cover various processes and theoretical issues associated with multilingualism embedded in
specific population structures worldwide as well as their outcomes it is essential reading for
anybody interested in how people behave linguistically in multilingual or multilectal settings
Natural Language and Universal Grammar: Volume 1 1991-09-12 critiquing the positioning of
children from non dominant groups as linguistically deficient this book aims to bridge the gap
between theorizing of language in critical sociolinguistics and approaches to language in
education carolyn mckinney uses the lens of linguistic ideologies teachers and students beliefs
about language to shed light on the continuing problem of reproduction of linguistic inequality
framed within global debates in sociolinguistics and applied linguistics she examines the case of
historically white schools in south africa a post colonial context where political power has
shifted but where the power of whiteness continues to provide new insights into the complex
relationships between language and power and language and subjectivity implications for language
curricula and policy in contexts of linguistic diversity are foregrounded providing an accessible
overview of the scholarly literature on language ideologies and language as social practice and
resource in multilingual contexts language and power in post colonial schooling uses the
conceptual tools it presents to analyze classroom interaction and ethnographic observations from
the day to day life in case study schools and explores implications of both the research
literature and the analyses of students and teachers discourses and practices for language in
education policy and curriculum
The Cambridge Handbook of Language Contact 2022-06-30 language adaptation examines the process by
which a speech community is forced to adopt an active role in making its language suitable for
changing functional requirements this wide ranging collection of essays looks at this phenomenon
from a variety of historical and synchronic perspectives and brings together the work of a number
of leading scholars in the field several different languages are examined at different stages of
their history including hebrew arabic chinese japanese kiswahili german and hindi this well
informed book is a significant contribution to the existing literature on language planning and
is the first to use one theoretical concept to deal with the relationship between natural and
deliberate language change it shows that language adaptation is a particular aspect of language
change and thus establishes a link between the social and the historical study of language it
will appeal to graduate students and professionals in linguistics and the social sciences as well
as to practitioners of language planning
Language and Power in Post-Colonial Schooling 2016-07-15 the papers in this book explore language
use in a broad range of discourse fields they provide theoretical perspectives on global
orientations to social political and economic transformations in the new world order nwo and
extend these with studies on the impacts of such transformations at the local national regional
and global levels the discussions highlight current concerns among academics and political
commentators about the potential social impact of representations of the nwo in language and
discourse the present work is important in raising social consciousness towards the central role
that language and discourse play in the construction of shifting multiple identities in this way
the roles of critical discourse analysis and indeed that of the analysts themselves are
emancipative and socially transformative the value of such consciousness raising for potential
social action in language user empowerment terms cannot be overstressed particularly given the
ascendant position of the english language in the nwo this collection is a significant
contribution to the ongoing critical discussion on global order discourse
Language Adaptation 1989 dazzling pinker s big idea is that language is an instinct as innate to
us as flying is to geese words can hardly do justice to the superlative range and liveliness of
pinker s investigations independent a marvellously readable book illuminates every facet of human
language its biological origin its uniqueness to humanity it acquisition by children its
grammatical structure the production and perception of speech the pathology of language disorders
and the unstoppable evolution of languages and dialects nature
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Critical Perspectives on Language and Discourse in the New World Order 2009-03-26 this book aims
to explain social variation in language otherwise the meaning and motivation of language change
in its social aspect it is the expanded and improved 2nd edition of the author s self published
volume with the same title based on revised and adapted posts on the author s languagelore blog
each vignette calls attention to points of grammar and style in contemporary american english
especially cases where language is changing due to innovative usage in every case where an
analysis contains technical or recondite vocabulary a glossary precedes the body of the essay and
readers can also consult the master glossary which contains all items glossed in the text the
unique form of the book s presentation is aimed at readers who are alert to the peculiarities of
present day american english as they pertain to pronunciation grammar and style without dumbing
down or compromising the language in which the explanations are couched b praise for the first
edition michael shapiro is one of the great thinkers in the realm of linguistics and language use
and his integrated understanding of language and speech in its semantic and pragmatic structure
grammatical and historical grounding and colloquial to literary stylistic variants is perhaps
unmatched today this book is a treasure to be shared robert s hatten the university of texas at
austin jewel of a book a gift to us all from michael shapiro like a medieval chapbook it can be a
kind of companion whose vignettes on language use can be randomly and profitably consulted at any
moment some may consider these vignettes opinionated that would be to ignore how deeply anchored
each vignette is in shapiro s long and rare polyglot experience with language it could well serve
as a night table book taken up each night to read and reflect upon to ponder both in the twilight
mind and in the deeper reaches of associative somnolence there is nothing else like it that i
know of james w fernandez the university of chicago
The Language Instinct 2003-02-27 excerpt from language and the study of language twelve lectures
on the principles of linguistic science i will refer only to mr farrar s chapters on language
london and to professor wedgwood s little book on the origin of lan guage london about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Speaking Self: Language Lore and English Usage 2017-02-28 f lowenthal university of mons mons
belgium in september 1980 researchers from many different countries and working in disciplines as
varied as philosophy psychology neurology mathematics education linguistics sociology and others
we forget to mention again met in mons to discuss problems concerning language and language
acquisition conflicting opinions among researchers not only from different disciplines but also
within a same discipline led to many a lively discussion this book attempts to recreate the
atmosphere of the conference by reproducing the different papers some of which were rewritten
after the initial presentation and discussion session and by giving a summary of each discussion
session to enable the reader to understand how each participant reacted obviously we accept full
responsibility for these summaries we hope we have understood correctly what each participant
meant this also holds for the special session devoted to an attempt to define the concept of
language we suggest that further meetings should study language and context simultaneously within
the framework of a contextual linguistics
Language and Its Structure 1973 this book tackles the controversial language issues facing an
increasingly diverse nation highlighting the roles non english languages have had in american
history it offers a cogent argument against language restrictionism drawing on the disciplines of
linguistics history and sociology its analysis of language issues is scholarly yet accessible
Language and the Study of Language 2017-10-29 language an introduction to the study of speech is
a seminal work by the renowned linguist edward sapir published in 1921 this book delves into the
intricacies of language and its role in shaping human thought and culture sapir known for his
contributions to the fields of anthropology and linguistics explores how language reflects and
influences the way we perceive the world around us in his book sapir discusses various aspects of
language including its structure grammar and the ways in which different languages shape our
understanding of reality he also delves into the concept of linguistic relativity which suggests
that the structure of a language can affect the way its speakers perceive the world through
insightful analysis and engaging prose sapir invites readers to delve into the fascinating world
of language and its profound impact on human society language an introduction to the study of
speech remains a classic text in the field of linguistics offering valuable insights into the
nature of language and its significance in human communication
Language and Language Acquisition 2012-12-06 most of us use language without giving much thought
to the way it works or how it functions differently across cultures however the ability to use
language is perhaps the most uniquely human of all our characteristics each of the forty five
readings in making sense of language readings in culture and communication acts as a window a
particular perspective on language chosen for their accessibility these classic and contemporary
selections engage students in thinking about language and how it relates to many aspects of being
human a broad range of topics and viewpoints provides the ideal introduction to the study of
language and presents instructors with a variety of options for teaching from the text
introductions to each part thematic unit and reading offer succinct historical and intellectual
context to guide students and help them make connections among the topics and articles pre and
post reading questions suggested activities lists of key terms suggested further readings and a
glossary aid students understanding of the material alongside canonical works the volume includes
selections on exciting contemporary topics hip hop gossip and the language of nerds for example
that are familiar and accessible to students about the editor susan blum is associate professor
of anthropology at the university of notre dame she is a cultural and linguistic anthropologist
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whose research has examined an array of issues in china and the united states
Languages in America 2003-01-01 think globally act locally is the message of language policy
dominant english pluralist challenges the book examines the impact of english in countries in
which it is taken for granted australia britain canada new zealand and the usa it explores how
the dominance of english impacts on the development of national language policies the maintenance
of minority languages the ability to provide services in other languages the efforts to promote
first language and bilingual education programs and the opportunities for adult and child second
language and literacy training the book examines language and language in education policies in
these countries and the extent to which english influences some policies or preludes others it
explores the viability of a statement on national language policies that could be adopted by the
international teachers of english to speakers of other languages tesol organization as a
statement of principles the book explores how to raise issues of individual social and
educational responsibilities that tesol members must face as they are influenced by and can
influence the language policy agendas established in these countries it explores what can be
learned from other english dominant nations and compares language policy and practice developing
a more cross national view on rights and responsibilities in language and language in education
in these five dominant nations
Language 2024-02-13 the best journalism on language and linguistics from the tuesday section of
the new york times
Making Sense of Language 2009
Language Policy 1997-02-24
The New York Times Book of Language and Linguistics 2003
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